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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Description Unit           NILFISK Business CDB 3000

Max. power W 1400
Suction power motor/end of tube W 400/280
Dust pick-up % 76
Airflow motor/with tube and hose l/sec 50/40
Max. vacuum kPa 26
Sound power level dB(A) IEC 704 75
Sound pressure level dB(A) ISO 11203 59
Radius of operation/cable length m 13/10
Dust bag capacity (old/new standard) l 14/9
Weight cleaner alone kg 6.3
Length x width x height cm 39x30x42

Low sound level -
you can listen to
the radio while 
vacuum cleaning! 

Clearly marked
start/stop button -
just turn on the 
vacuum cleaner and
start cleaning

A combi nozzle, a hard floor
nozzle as bonus, and three
high quality accessory nozzles
for every cleaning 

Height adjustable
telescopic tube,
robust and durable

Low weight of only
6.3kg makes it easy
to use

10 metre long
cable gives you 
an extra long
cleaning radius

14/9 litre dust bag 
capacity - means 
fewer bag changes. Or
it can run without dust
bag!

Robust and durable
construction - just 
goes on and on

Specifications and details are subject to change without prior notice.

FOR A CLEAN SHOP OR 
OFFICE
Designed for large cleaning
jobs, the NILFISK Business 
vacuum cleaner can cope with
even “heavy” jobs - such as
vacuuming the shop or office.
The all-round vac has no
fancy frills and is very easy to
use. It is bred for a long life
of efficient cleaning - you can
rely on NILFISK Business for
many years to come.

SUPER EFFICIENT
Strong motor and powerful 
suction ensure a perfect 
cleaning result. And the vac is
easy to use, having a large
cleaning radius of 13 metre
and large capacity self-sealing
dust bag.

THE PROFESSIONAL BAGLESS
The NILFISK Business can run
with or without dust bag. The
large main filter has a long
life time as you can vacuum
clean it with the vacuum 
cleaner itself. 
The super efficient HEPA H13
filter leaves the exhaust air
completely clean.

HEPA H13 filter
leaves the exhaust
air completely clean


